
Objective

Accomplishments

• Develop and demonstrate an innovative software system for 
producing and disseminating science-quality spectral data from 
Uninhabited Aerial Vehicles (UAV) that:

• Ensure well-calibrated, science quality measurements

• Leverage UAV strengths such as rapid deployment, high temporal 
frequencies, and high resolution

• Allow ready integration with, or comparison to, in-situ satellite and 
airborne data and derived products

• Support capability to characterize diurnal and seasonal vegetation 
cycles. 

• Implemented spectrometer and thermal IR systems on a UAV and demonstrated science quality spectral data retrieval with varying light and cloud cover. 
Enabling flexible seasonal and diurnal monitoring of vegetation traits that integrate with, or are comparable to NASA’s single temporal / single instance 
satellite and airborne data.  The UAV hardware and software system enabled rapid instrument changes.

• Implemented two data collection and processing workflows – one deriving traits from a push broom imaging spectrometer (Nano-Hyperspec) and another 
deriving radiance and reflectance for a line dual spectrometer (Piccolo).

• Tested and validated measurements in-situ at well-characterized sites and derived standard vegetation indices indicative of canopy chlorophyll content 
(MTCI), greenness (NDVI) and photosynthetic function  (PRI).  

• Developed open source python software tools for rapid data assimilation and processing systems providing indicators of the quality of the collected 
radiance and reflectance spectra; solar induced fluorescence (SIF) data collected in both red (685nm) and far-red (760nm) bands.

• Verified retrieved spectral data and the value of radiance and reflectance data in the scale of 10 – 120m altitude in collaboration with University of 
Wisconsin biodiversity science team and leveraged their online EcoSIS spectral library.
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 We will employ a two-step methodology that first uses a series of discrete-point 
spectrometer measurements (from a UAV-deployed spectrometer in Year 1) before deploying an 
imaging spectrometer array providing spatially resolved measurements (in Year 2). In Year 1 we 
will focus on calibration and understanding measurement constraints before dealing with 
significant issues associated geometry and much larger data volumes related to imaging in Year 
2. These new methods and integrated technology components will affect future mission 
formulations such as HyspIRI and Landsat 9 by providing a rapidly deployable and flexible 
approach to measure surface reflectance and derived ecosystem parameters for integration with 
satellite data. In addition, we will identify much-needed approaches to ensure that UAV-based 
measurements produce repeatable results in time and space. 

2. Description of Proposed Technology  
Near ground measurements are required to bridge the gap between satellite, airborne and field 
measurements (Fig. 1) and enable spectral acquisitions at appropriate spatial and temporal scales 
where biogeochemical processes and ecosystem functional properties are observed by carbon 
flux networks (Mac Arthur et al. 2014). The proposed technology will integrate UAV platforms 
in Year 1 with single-point spectrometers (Table 1 a. and b.), and in Year 2 an imaging 
spectrometer (Table 1 c).  We will integrate SensorWeb software and Intelligent Payload Module 
techniques developed on previous AIST efforts to facilitate ease of access to, and control of, this 
precision science-grade data collection system. 

We propose a practical two-step methodology as a significant step forward in the use of 
UAVs, for the collection of accurate science-quality data measurements for the assessment of 
ecosystem function and agricultural monitoring. First, we need to understand how to make a 
single calibrated data measurement from a point and retrieve important biological parameters 

 (i.e., a spectral measurement from a fiber-optic based spectrometer), before subsequently 
making many measurements (i.e., hyperspectral imagery from an imaging spectrometer) (A. 
MacArthur, pers. communication to Co-I Townsend).   

Figure 1. Small UAVs augmented with SensorWeb capabilities fill the gap between 
satellite measurements and fixed ground measurements. 
 


